A Gaussian disorientation model for interpreting linear dichroism measurements of DNA-drug fibres and films.
The optical linear dichroism of DNA-drug fibres and films can provide valuable information on the geometry of the binding and its extent, especially when used in conjunction with X-ray diffraction data from the same specimens. We have considered the macroscopic orientation of the helices within a fibre or film to be characterized by a Gaussian distribution of the helix axes about the fibre (or film) axis. Using this model we have obtained analytical expressions for the dichroic ratio without resorting to computer simulation techniques or numerical integration methods, and used them to interpret the results of experiments using DNA-phenanthridine fibres. As the humidity is increased, ethidium and dimidium bromide show an increased fraction of binding perpendicular to the helix axis, consistent with intercalation. Prothidium shows little preferred orientation in its binding, and the occurrence of a significant proportion of intercalation can be excluded.